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Abstract 

In order to eliminate the wake field instabilities in the 
accelerating structure, a choke mode type damped cavity has 
hccn proposed for Japan Linear Collider (JLC). lt was first 
suggested by T SHINT AKE at Kr~ and was fahricated hy 
:\ihon Koshuha CO., LTD .. An 5-band 05m-long structure 
was tcsted at Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at KEK. The 
ma'l.imum an a'l.ial electric field gradient is already obtained 
50.61\1\'!m with an input rf power of looMW and Ifls pulse 
width. lbe structure consists of twelve regular eclls with an 
input and an output couplers, which has trayeling wave 3Jt/4 
resonant mode and a constant impedance geometry. 'nus paper 
will report the low power measurement results and fabrication 
techniqucs. 

Introduction 

'Ibc Japan Lincar Collider (JLC) projl.'Ct of the first phase 
(JLC-I) aims to huild a new high energy electron-positron 
collidl.'T for this 300-500 Gc\' [I]. In ordcr to gct high 
luminosity, acceleration of multibunched, high peak-current and 
low-emittance beam is most important R&D issue to realize 
JLC Eminence-growth due to thc long-range wake field is very 
serious problem. '\be new type damped structure; Higher Order 
l\1cxic (1101\ I)-free linear accelerating structure using choke 
mode cavity (51 U:\TAKE Structure) was devised hy T 
SIIII-':TAKE at KEK. It effectiyely damps higher-order modes 
induced by accelerating beam and this effectivcness was 
dcmonstmted in low-power tests [2]. Besidcs, in order to fit 
within realistic total length of entirc accelcmtor and from thc 
viewpoint of beam d)nanllcs, the requiremcnt of accclemting 
gradient is seyera! times higher than conventional structure. 
lbus the requirements for such a structure arc: 

1) No discharge should oceur eYCll at high power operation, 

2) there should be less dark current even at high power 
operation. 

In order to carry out the high power test of SHINTAKE 
structure and the beam accelerating tcst, a hot model has been 
fabricated. An S-band frequcncy (2856l\filz) was chosen for this 
operation test. This is because the high-power rf sourcc ha~ 
hccn already developed and there arc many results of high power 
tcst of the conventional accelerating structure. This paper 
deseribes the fabrication technique and low power test results of 
the hot model and lastly introduce tlle high power test results 
pcrfonned at Kr~. IncidClltally, tlle detail of the hot model 
design was a1rcady published hy T. SIIINTAKE [3]. 

Fabrication of hot model of SHINT AKE structure 

'nle structure of the 0.5m-long hot model is shown in 
Figure l, the main parameters in Table 1 and the exterior view 
in Photo I. The hot model installed in the vacuum chamber. 
The structure has an active Icngth of 0.551m and is composed 
of 12 regular cells and 2 coupler cells. Length between each cell 
was fixed by 6 pipes (diameter: 3Omm, ICIlgth: 34.36mm) 
which also serve as cooling water charmeL In order to achieve 
deviation of resonant freqnencies of each cell to 100kHz or less, 
it was manufactured a~ follows: first, the illller diameter (2b), 
lcngth (d), thickness of disk (t) and aperture (2a) of each cell 
were processed to the precision of ±lOf.1m; finally thc cavity 
inner dianleter of each cell was processed while mea~uring the 
resonant frequency. 'Ibis corresponds to the phase differcnce of 
±0.4 degrees. 'Ibe actual process is as follows: detuned cavities 
as shown in Figure 2 were manufactured and set to u1tralIigh 
precision machines to perfonn the resonant frequcncy 
measnring (Jt/2 mode) and machining at the sanle time. Also 
tllC ambient temperature, humidity and the temperature of 
cavity were always measured during the frequency measurement 
and machining, and the resonant frcqlll.'[Jcy was corrected 
accordingly. As the result, the de"iation in resonant frequcncy 
of each eell could be kept within ±80kHz. The adjustmcnt of 
thc coupIer cells was also made by using the detuned cavities, 
measurement and machining being done by using the same 
method. 

'Ine material of Oxide Free Copper (OFC) was class I of 
Hitachi Cable Co., Ltd. The ~wfacc cleaning was done by 
ultrasonic cleaning with pure water after degreasing, followed 
by hcat trcatmcnt under the vacuum condition. Since all the 
surface of the SHINTAKE structure is subjected to u1tralIigh 
vacuum of the order of 10-9 Torr, it was processed to have the 
superfinish with the target of 0.1 S or less in coarseness grade. 
'Ine lubricant cmployed at the time of superfinish processing 
was not machine oil but ethanol. 

The vacuum brazing wa~ performed in 3-stagc process: 
firstly the input coupler section, 6 npstream regulru cells, 6 
downstream regular cells and ontput conpler section were 
respectively connected; secondly the input coupler and upstream 
6-train rcgular cell block, dOWDstrerun 6-train regular cell block 
and the output coupler were COllllected respectiYely; lastly the 
cavity and two regular cell blocks were COIlIlected. Since the 
brazing for each cell was made only with 6 pipes of 30mm 
diameter, repetition of heat treatment gave little distortion, ruld 
the Icngth betwcen cells was maintained within ±5flm of the 
design value even after the final bra7ing. 
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Fig. 1 Structure of 110M-free accelerating structure using 
choke mode cavi ty (SI lINT AKE structure). 

Tahle 1. t-Iain parameters of the SHINT ARE Structure 

Operation frequency 2856 t-Uh 

Phase shift per cell 3Jt /4 
Constant Impc<L1I1ce 

12 regular cell + 
Number of cells 14 coupler cell 
Structure diameter 280 mm 
Acti"e length 511.7 mm 
Cavity diameter (2b) 82.94 mm 
Cavity length (D) 39.36 mm 
Diameter of aperture (2a) 

24.00 mm 
Disk thickness 8.0 nun 
Shunt Impedance 42.0 t-fQ /m 
Quality factor (00) 12000 
Vg /C 0.0084 
Attenuation parameter 0.16 naper/m 
Accelerating gradient at 

:MV /m input l00MW 46.1 

Photo. 1 Exterior view of SI UNT AKE structure 
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Fig. 2 Structure of detuned cavity for measurement of Jt /2 
mode resonant frequCllcy and processing. 

Low Power Test and Results 

The resonant frequency and phase shift of cach cell after the 
bra7jng, were measured by using magnctie short method and 
nodal shift method, respectively. All the measurements were 
performed in the air. Each cell was numbered in ordLT from the 
upstream. 

Figure 3 shows the Jt/2 mode resonant frequency of cach 
cell after the bra7jng as measured by the magnetic short. It is 
known that the resonant frequency of each cell has the variance 
of ±80kHz before brazing and ±250kHz after brazing. This 
corresponds to ±1.0 degree of phase angle which is acceptable. 
Thus we have confirmed that the fabrication method adopted can 
provide the sufficient precision of frequency. 

Figure 4 shows the phase variation of each cell as measured 
by the nodal shift method. 3Jt /4 mode being used, the phase 
shift per cell is 135 degrees (270 degrees for round-trip). The 
mcasured phase shift of each cell falls in the range 126.5 to 
142.5 degrees and is rather scattered, but the mean value is 
134.5 degrees. TIle large dispersion is considered to be due to 
the standing wave in the cavity caused by the insufficient 
adjustment of the coupler cells. The attcnuation parameter 
obtained from the attenuation of No.2 and No. 10 cells is 0.16 
(naper/m) which agrees well with the calculated value of 0.16. 

The input VSWR is 1.423 at 2854.588t>.1HZ which is the 
frequency under the atmosphere at the time of measurement. 
This is considered mainly due to the defective adjustment of the 
coupler. However, the power reflection caused by this is 4%, 
which causes no problem for the high power test of this time. 
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Fig. 3 Resonant frequency of each cell aftcr hrazing. 
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Fig. -I- Pha~e shift of each cell. 

High Po\\·er Test and Beam Acceleration Test 

The SI n~TAKE structure wa~ suhjected to the high power 
test at KEK [-1-). During the R" processing of ahout lOO hours, 
the input power of 1001\ lW and an.TiIge accck-rating gradient of 
-I-6.I!\IY'm were ohtained without prohlems. The input and 
output power of the structure at that time are shown in Figure 
5. !\!orem-er, accelerating of multibtmched beams with this 
input power. succeeded in obtaining the energy gain of 
26.21\ le\' which is nearly the npected design value. 

j 

1 
INI'UrpOWER 

Fig. 5 Rf pulse wavefonlls of input and output power for high 
power test of SI IlI\'TAKE structure. 

Conclusion 

I;onn the results of the hot model fahrication and the high 
power tests carried out lately, wc ha,·e confirmed that therc is 
no problem in practical use of SlllNL\KE structure for Japan 
linear colliders. and have estahlished the fahrication method. We 
shall hereafter study the development of its mass production 
techniques and the adjusting method of coupler cells. 
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